CONTEMPORARY
ISRAELI ART

A fascinating facet of contemporary Israeli art is that it encompasses most of the central issues dealt with in International
art and critical thinking today. Questions of cultural heritage, the affinity to it in a post- colonial world, in parallel processes of
globalization and a new religious and cultural fragmentation, are all part of its discourse. It allows us revise ideas of identity,
history and cultural roots and to reevaluate them.
Two crucial points should be kept in mind when discussing Israeli art and culture, at large. Israel is an immigrant society, similar
to the USA and Western Europe in the last two decades, where immigrants from Asia, Africa and the former USSR are changing
the face of traditional nation states. In Israel the issue of immigration is multi faceted: it has economic reasons, but at least until
the 1990's it had deep religious, semi-national factors as well.
The second crucial factor is that Israel is outside the traditional centers of artistic achievement. For many years this bred
unconstrained admiration for the art movements and trends in the centers and resulted in art that was at least partly derivative.
A number of international and local factors have dramatically changed this situation and today we are at the exciting point of
forging a new relationship with the traditional centers, with our identities and the identity of our region. If in basketball Israel plays
in the European championship games then in the arts it seems, we want a different league, a league we can call our own.
In a tourism poster from 1928. Zeev Raban, who emigrated from Poland to Palestine in 1912 and became a major proponent
of the "BEZALEL art academy (whose establishment in Jerusalem in 1906 is considered as the "official birth date" of Israeli art)
portrayed the classic European colonialist figure with his light safari suit and cork hat. The poster advertises Jewish guides but
"oriental" art works.
In 2002 Eric Bokobza drew his answer, his argument, with the poster described above. Bokobza, of Tunisian decent, emigrated
from Paris in 1969, addressed the notion of post-colonialism. His caricature of the colonialist is the stereotype of the eastern
male and he is pointing to the west: Bokobza is not conforming to western images of the east but challenging them. This image
questions Israeli history - the Jewish narrative, the Muslim and Christian Israeli minorities, and the narrative of our neighbors
the Palestinians.
The installation "Lattice" that took place in a gallery in Jaffa a city that is part of Tel-Aviv brings to mind what Homi Baba phrased
as the Situation of "in-betweens". The installation by Tsibi Geva, was an intricate reminder of traditional Muslim architecture,
modern architecture and Art and a reference to the situation between Arab Israelis and Jews in the last decades. The venue was
modern building with a traditional Arab candy shop on its ground floor whose billboards are in Hebrew.
The past is a vital component in post-colonial discourse and the intricate relationships of orient and Occident. The last century
of armed conflict, is an essential and crucial element in defining Israeli Jewish and non-Jewish identity.
The other, deeper, more haunting and emotionally charged memory for the Jewish population is that of the holocaust. There is
hardly a day that the subject is not mentioned in public Israeli discourse. The Disengagement from Gaza, a national trauma,
brought it to new intensity. The Settlers used every tactic possible to link this democratic decision with the Holocaust as it dwells
in Israeli awareness. They used orange stars of David (rapidly removed because of public out cry), and made an effort to infiltrate
the Israeli discourse with idioms from the Nazi period. The graffiti "Sharon, Hitler would be proud of you "was sprayed in central
public spaces in the big cities. Right wing extremists do not hesitate to compare IDF soldiers carrying out orders of evacuation
to Nazi's.
The holocaust has been present in Israeli art since the mid 1940's, during and just after the war. In the last five years Holocaust
has become more present then ever in Israeli culture from literature to cinema, theatre and visual art. More survivors have
finely started telling their history, many Israelis make "root" tours to Eastern Europe and primarily, after more then 50 years of
existence Israeli society is strong enough to face the memory and not repress it. The fact that millions of Jews were murdered,
were victims.
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no longer threatens the image of the new, strong Israeli - Jew, The opening of the
new wings of Yad Vashem, the national memorial museum for the Holocaust was a
major event in 2005, with intense personal meaning for most Israelis.
In the last two years young leading artists from the "third generation" are
incorporating the memory of the Holocaust in to their work in explicit and implicit
ways. They are changing and challenging the concept of how to tackle this collective
memory
The 70 thousand visitors who saw Sigalit Landau's "The Endless Solution" (2005), a
huge installation that ran for three months in the Helena Rubenstein Pavilion in T.A
was a number without precedent for a contemporary art show in Israel. She left no
room for error: the shows name clearly placed it in the realm of Holocaust. Landau
created a universal metaphor of oppression, racism and dehumanization. In front
of the pavilion she placed three Recycling bins for glass, which she brought from
Germany. She manipulated the original written notice on them so that instead of
beingfor glass they became bins for eyes (the cult film "BLAID RUNNER "in the back
of our mind). One was for green "Aryan Eyes", one for brown "untermensch" eyes
and one for white, dead eyes.
Landau suggested in her installation a new concept of the holocaust past - not only
with an overbearing presence in the present but one that turns in to an unsettling
myth as if from a different time and culture. Thus she attempted to change the
perspective on a cultural and emotional epicenter in Israeli Identity.
The references to the holocaust and Israeli memory were in every detail. The Dead
Sea where she made four video pieces and from whose minerals she created
objects that formed an important part of the installation is not only an internationally
acclaimed healing site through which she addressed issues of death and rebirth, but
also the place where, the Dead Sea Scrolls ,one of the most important testimony's to
the twilight zone of Jewish independence before the exile, was found. These scrolls
became a corner stone of the new modern Israeli identity. To the holocaust she
referred in a direct fashion if by marking the numbers of shoe sizes with the years
of WW2, 39-45, on shoeboxes, or the symbol of sheep referring to what was once
the criticism of the Israelis towards the holocaust victims that they went like a flock
to their terrible death.
Hilla Lulu Lin another well-appreciated artist presented "Mole "(2005). A striking
installation and performance at the TA museum. Lin invited her audience to sit
on a narrow, uncomfortable bench next to piles of gray military blankets opposite
a wall where hundreds of bread loafs were piled in perfect order, each one with a
numbered paper tag. The association to the concentration camps was clear and
became stronger throughout the installation - an old suitcase a refugee might
carry, or in the performance, when the audience was requested to write on the
flesh of the performer turning it into a material for the use of the viewer, violating its
autonomy. On the predetermined path Lin prepared there were a few junctions were
one could, or so it seemed, choose different options but found oneself trapped. A
word combination that one chose before entering, like a personal mantra such as
"I LOVED" "I ENDED" I FLED" "I LIED" was also the pass word to get out of this well
designed, very alienating hell.
Zoya Cherkassky offered a much more concrete approach of the third generation.
Cherkassky, who migrated to Israel from the former USSR at the beginning of the
1990's held an exhibition called "Collectio Judica" (2003) in which she checked
and tested new options to observe images and symbols of Judaism. Perhaps the
most haunting, disputable objects were exquisitely made gold pins of stars of David
designed with the German word "Jude" in them according to the Nazi-German star
of humiliation. These were made in gold and exhibited in black velvet boxes like
precious Jewelry, thus totally tantalizing their reading and subjecting a new meaning
as a sign of pride.
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Another phenomenon in contemporary Israeli art is the thriving scene of traditional figurative painting. As in other places carrying
a western cultural heritage painting never "died" in Israel, hence was never resurrected. This given, there has been a remarkable
growth in the number of young artists working in traditional style. This is a case of a strong influence of a relatively small school,
the Jerusalem studio school led by Israel Hirshberg, a successful artist (represented by Marlborough Gallery) and a charismatic
teacher which opened in 1992. Artists who are in different ways associated with the school like Aldar Ferber Shira Avidar,
Aram Gershuni or Uzi Katzav are becoming an important backbone of contemporary art in Israel. Since the beginning of Jewish
settlement and until the mid 1980's Israeli culture identified itself with the ideas and Ideals of the modern movement. Traditional
painting was in many ways identified with Kitsch and was not part of the Israeli mainstream. This has changed dramatically in the
last decade. The self-inflicted limitations of looking at reality either as a Utopian goal, to be achieved, or only through a rational
perspective have ceased. This way of observing the world and our close, domestic urban and natural environment allows the
intimate, the sublime, the religious sentiment and perhaps even glory back in to the Israeli discourse.
Photography and documentary films are two more fields that have gained new prominence in the Israeli scene. The definition
of "Documentary" is becoming ever more blurred because of various reasons from reality TV, to the growing effectiveness and
wide accessibility of means to manipulate images. In Israeli today it means engaging in the here and now actuality be it from the
socio-economic facet or the aspect of the on going conflict with our neighbors.
Mickey Kratzman has been photographing for the newspaper "Haaretz" in the occupied territories in the last years. Images such
as the wall in Gilo neighborhood in Jerusalem or Checkpoints that he often makes as part of reportage are powerful visual images

and exhibited as art. Avi Mograby made
"Detail" in 2004 an 8-minute documentary showing one of the many unreasonable deeds done by the military to civilian Arab
population. It is not an atrocity; Mograby shows a family who is denied access to an ambulance it is supposed to meet. The
absurdity of the situation is conveyed by the fact that we don't see the faces of the soldiers. Our associations run from Kafka to
Samuel Beckett, all parties involved trapped in a nightmare and the piece has been exhibited in a few art exhibitions in Israel
and Europe.
An inquiry into the relationship of nature and culture, of open space and urban development is a matter being addressed by more
artists in the face of the forecast that in less then twenty years Israel's center will be as densely populated as Hong Kong
Sharon Yaari works with computer manipulated photographs that are fragments of narrative: the narrative of urbanism threatening
natural environment and the relationship between Israelis and their land as a place to worship, to conquer and in the last years
,to profit from as real estate. Yaari shows a small group, perhaps a family in an outing. The dedication to the idea of nature is
clear - even a physically challenged member of the family does not miss this excursion into nature, but in the horizon is a densely
built neighborhood. Building sites and the way they scar nature are a subject Yaari represents again and again, demonstrating
how our good intentions are in vain, and we do not always mange to live in peace with our surroundings.
Tal Sochat, a young artist made a series of photographs in a wilting orange grove. Unlike Yaari her work is not computer
manipulated. She accomplishes her meticulous compositions in the method of film production. The series touches a wide range
of very specific Israeli sensitivities: the orange grove as a Talmudic metaphor for different models of wisdom and the threat they
might hold to those with an unsubstantiated belief, and the orange grove as what used to be the symbol of the Israeli agriculture.
The "Jaffa" oranges the "new Jew" cultivated were the prize exports of the new Jewish settlement in Palestine and, from 1948
the new state. Today, it is no longer lucrative to grow oranges and the groves turn into fashionable housing complexes, usually
with oranges becoming part of the marketing design. After all is said about the very Israeli streak of the photographs it is their
art historical affinity which makes them intriguing: subjects of the four seasons and the cycle of life, and current questions of
nature - culture dialogue .They deal with environmental phenomena that is taking place in any part of the world going through
urban (and mainly suburban) development.
Israeli art is on the threshold of becoming part of the international discourse of art as peer and not as a guest, as is it has been,
at least from the 1970's. The shift in what is regarded as "centers" contributes to this, though no doubt the sheer quality of the
art produced is the main factor. In a relationship of reciprocity between traditional and new centers, the Middle East, and I am
using the colonial idiom for this area, with its unique combination of history, religion, high economic potential and tradition of
cultural fusion may develop a new, highly intriguing center. Providing peace, Israeli art will be able to contribute in a significant,
manner to such a development.
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